
Elika International is known as top Manufacturer, Exporter, Supplier, Trader and Distributor of best 

Cooking Pot, Corrugated Box, Dinner Sets, Furniture and Metal Bottle.

3 Ply Corrugated Boxes Copper Water Bottle Copper Biryani Handi

Clay Biryani Cooking Pot Brass Dinner Set Bronze Dinner Set
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About Elika International

We Elika International, your trusted partner in the world of versatile packaging solutions and kitchenware. 

Established in the year 2020 by our visionary founder, Mr. Sumit Kumar Singh, we are a company rooted in 

Nashik, Maharashtra. Elika International is dedicated to exporting, supplying, and trading a wide range 

of products, including corrugated boxes, dinner sets, clay products, and aluminum biryani lagans.

At Elika International, we understand the significance of innovative packaging and high-quality kitchenware 

in today's dynamic market. Our mission is to provide our customers with top-notch products that combine 

functionality, aesthetics, and durability.

Our product portfolio is diverse, reflecting our commitment to catering to a wide range of needs. We offer 

corrugated boxes, which are essential for safe and efficient packaging solutions. Our dinner sets are 

designed to elevate your dining experience, combining elegance and practicality. Our clay products bring 

tradition and authenticity to your kitchen, and our aluminum biryani lagans are a testament to our focus on 

quality cookware.

What sets us apart is our unwavering commitment to quality and customer satisfaction. We take immense 

pride in our Nashik-based operations, which include sourcing high-grade materials and employing stringent 

quality control measures to ensure that every product we offer meets the highest industry standards.

Elika International is not just a supplier; we are a partner in your packaging and culinary journey. We believe 

in establishing long-lasting relationships with our customers, built on trust, reliability, and exceptional 

customer service. Our team of experts is always ready to assist you in selecting the right products for your 

specific needs.

Mr. Sumit Kumar Singh, our founder, has been the driving force behind our company's growth and 

success. His vision, industry expertise, and commitment to excellence have propelled us to where we are 

today.
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Factsheet

Basic Information

Nature of Business : Manufacturer / Exporter / Supplier / Trader / Distributor

Contact Person : Mr. Sumit Singh

Registered Address : RH 11, Ashok Astoria, Govardhan, Nashik, Maharashtra

Total Number of Employees : Below 20

Year of Establishment : 2020

Legal Status of Firm : Individual (Sole proprietorship)
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Elika International
Contact Person : Mr. Sumit Singh

RH 11, Ashok Astoria, Govardhan

08068499993 Dial Ext: 148

elikainternational9@gmail.com

https://www.exportersindia.com/elika-international

Contact Us
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